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Forward looking statements
This presentation contains forward-looking statements for the purposes of the safe harbor provisions under The Private Securities Litigation
Reform Act of 1995 and other federal securities laws. The use of words such as “may,” “might,” “will,” “expect,” “plan,” “anticipate,” “believe,”
“estimate,” “intend,” “future,” “potential,” “continue” and other similar expressions are intended to identify forward-looking statements. For
example, statements Axovant makes regarding the initiation, timing, progress, and reporting of results of its preclinical programs, clinical trials,
and research and development programs; its ability to advance its product candidates into and successfully initiate, enroll, and complete clinical
trials; the potential clinical utility of its product candidates; its ability to develop and manufacture its products and successfully transition
manufacturing processes; its ability to perform under existing collaborations with, among others, Oxford BioMedica, Benitec, and the University
of Massachusetts Medical School, and to add new programs to its pipeline; its ability to enter into new partnerships and collaborations for new or
existing product candidates; its ability to retain and successfully integrate its leadership and personnel; the size of potentially addressable patient
populations for the indications targeted by Axovant’s product candidates; and the timing or likelihood of its regulatory filings and approvals, are
forward-looking. In addition, promising interim results or other preliminary analyses do not in any way ensure that later or final results in a clinical
trial or in related or similar clinical trials will replicate those interim results. The product candidates discussed are investigational and not
approved and there can be no assurance that the clinical programs will be successful in demonstrating safety and/or efficacy, that Axovant will
not encounter problems or delays in clinical development, or that any of Axovant's product candidates will ever receive regulatory approval or be
successfully commercialized. All forward-looking statements are based on estimates and assumptions by Axovant’s management that, although
Axovant believes to be reasonable, are inherently uncertain. All forward-looking statements are subject to risks and uncertainties that may cause
actual results to differ materially from those that Axovant expected. Such risks and uncertainties include, among others, the initiation and
conduct of preclinical studies and clinical trials; the availability of data from clinical trials; the expectations for regulatory submissions and
approvals; the continued development of Axovant’s product candidates and platforms; Axovant’s scientific approach and general development
progress; receipt of confirmatory concurrence from the DMC regarding the planned second dose cohort of AXO-Lenti-PD; and the availability
and commercial potential of Axovant’s product candidates including the size of potentially addressable markets and degree of market
acceptance. These statements are also subject to a number of material risks and uncertainties that are described in Axovant’s periodic and other
reports filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), including the risk factors detailed in the Company’s most recent Annual
Report on Form 10-K filed with the SEC on June 11, 2019, as updated by its subsequent filings with the SEC. Any forward-looking statement
speaks only as of the date on which it was made. Axovant undertakes no obligation to publicly update or revise any forward-looking statement,
whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.
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Robust, diversified pipeline in collaboration with
leading gene therapy institutions
Encouraging initial data readouts from AXOLenti-PD and AXO-AAV-GM2 with additional
data readouts in 2019
Modality-agnostic gene therapies designed to
tackle the specific biology underlying each
disease

Team with deep gene therapy expertise from
research through commercialization
Integrated development capabilities and expertise
from manufacturing to commercial launch
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Diversified pipeline with 3 clinical stage gene therapy programs

PROGRAM

GENE

INDICATION

RESEARCH

PRECLINICAL

CLINICAL

Adult Neurodegenerative Disease

AXO-LENTI-PD

AADC/TH/CH1

Parkinson’s disease

Rare Fatal Pediatric Disease

AXO-AAV-GM1

GLB1

GM1 gangliosidosis

AXO-AAV-GM2

HEXA/HEXB

GM2 gangliosidosis
(Tay-Sachs and
Sandhoff diseases)
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Encouraging initial data and near-term data readouts in 2019
First patient with GM1 gangliosidosis dosed
AXO-AAV-GM1

Dose additional patients in Part A of registrational study (2019)
Provide 3-month data from patients (2H 2019)
Measures to include: safety and tolerability, clinical and developmental changes, MRI visualization, CSF and
serum biomarkers

AXO-AAV-GM2

Provide initial data from first patient with Tay-Sachs disease treated with gene
therapy
Dose additional patients with Tay-Sachs disease using optimized route of
delivery (2019)
Measures to include: safety and tolerability, clinical and developmental changes, HexA enzyme activity in
CSF and serum

AXO-Lenti-PD

Provide initial data from first cohort of 2 patients in the dose-ranging study
Initiate second cohort to enroll up to 6 patients
Provide 3-month data from second cohort (Q4 2019)
Measures to include: safety and tolerability, objective measures of motor function such as UPDRS Part III
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Significant progress across all clinical stage programs
Parkinson’s disease

Tay-Sachs/Sandhoff Disease

Generally well-tolerated in patients dosed
to date with ProSavin and
AXO-Lenti-PD (N = 17)
•

Generally well-tolerated through month 3
in first Tay-Sachs disease patient dosed

Longest duration of follow-up: 10 years

Durability of ProSavin shown in
long-term follow-up study (N = 15)1
•

UPDRS part III (motor) OFF score improvement
maintained over 6 years

Data from low-dose cohort of
AXO-Lenti-PD (N = 2)
•

Improvements on multiple measures, including
UPDRS part III (motor) OFF score, at month 6

•

Dyskinesias reduced on multiple measures at
month 6

•

65% mean improvement in PDQ-39 total score

Durable efficacy seen in multiple animal
models (mice, cats, sheep)2-5

Activity observed in multiple biomarker
measures at month 3
•

Increased Hex A expression and activity in
CSF

•

Decreased GM2 ganglioside buildup in CSF

•

No significant deterioration on clinical exam or
brain MRI

GM1 gangliosidosis
Durable efficacy seen in two animal
models (mice, cats)6-8
•

Dose-dependent increase in βgal enzyme
activity and GM1 ganglioside clearance

•

Improvement in motor function and survival
observed across species

First patient dosed in May 2019; data
expected in 2H 2019

Interim data expected in H2 2019 from
additional patients using optimized route
of delivery

First patient in mid-dose cohort dosed in
April 2019; data expected in Q4 2019
1: Palfi, et al, Hum Gene Ther Clin Dev. 2018;29(3):148-155.
2: UMMS data on file
3: Rockwell, et al. ASN Neuro. 2015;7(2).

4: Bradbury, et al. Exp Neurol. 2015;263:102-12.
5: Gray-Edwards, et al. Hum Gene Ther. 2017;29:312-26.
6: Weismann, et al. Hum Mol Genet. 2015;24(15):4353-64.

7: McCurdy, et al. Sci Transl Med. 2014;6(231):231ra48.
8: Gray-Edwards, et al. Mol Ther. 2016;24:S144
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Leadership team with decades of gene therapy experience
Axovant Gene Therapies
R&D capabilities
Clinical Development

Pavan Cheruvu, MD

Gavin Corcoran, MD FACP

Fraser Wright, PhD

Greg Stewart, PhD

Chief Executive Officer

Chief R&D Officer

Chief Technology Advisor

Senior Vice President,
Vector Delivery & Optimization

Clinical Operations
Regulatory Affairs
Quality Assurance

Drug Safety
CMC

Greg MacMichael, PhD

Parag Meswani, PharmD

Paul Korner, MD, MBA

Sean O’Bryan

Senior Vice President,
Technical Operations

Senior Vice President,
Commercial Strategy & Operations

Senior Vice President,
Clinical Development

Senior Vice President,
Regulatory Affairs

Non Clinical Development
Vector Optimization &
Delivery
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AXO-Lenti-PD

Novel three-gene therapy candidate for
Parkinson’s disease

AXO-Lenti-PD market opportunity
PREVALENT DISEASE WITH SIGNIFICANT DISEASE BURDEN AND NEED FOR MORE EFFECTIVE TREATMENT OPTIONS

PREVALENCE1

DISEASE BURDEN1,2

TREATMENT3,4

COST BURDEN5,6

Affects 1/100
over age 60

>50% develop motor
problems after 5 years
despite medical
treatment

Today’s gold standard
discovered in 1967

Substantial economic
burden of >$25K per
patient per year

60K new cases/year
~1M total patients in US
~5M patients globally

Virtually all will progress
to advanced disease

Increasing treatment
side effects &
dyskinesias over time

~80% experience
ON/OFF fluctuations at
5-10 years

Significant pill burden

Ongoing research
focused on optimizing
ON/OFF state

DBS not universally
effective, requiring
follow-up + maintenance

Sources: 1) Michael J. Fox Foundation, 2) Internal Analysis,, 3) , Poewe et al. 2017 4) Lang et al. JAMA. 2014;311(16):1670-1683 5)Kowal, Stacey L, Timothy Mm Dall, Ritashree Chakrabarti, Michael V Storm, and Anjali Jain. The Current
and Projected Economic Burden of Parkinson’s Disease in the United States. Movement Disorders. 2013; 6) Findley et al., J Med Econ 2011; 14:130-39.

Combined indirect and
direct costs of >$14B
per year in US
3 Year DBS cost can be
> $150-200K
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Goals of therapy in Parkinson’s disease*

“My entire body goes stiff…my mouth is often forced
open in a painful position, or my mouth is forced
closed with my tongue stuck out.” (Dystonia)

“[Dyskinesia] so severe that ‘it looks like I’m
having a seizure, and very painful.’”

“The sudden inability to move my legs, as if they
were set in blocks of hardened concrete.” (Freezing)

“I had terrible dyskinesias…I would knock over all
the glasses at the table [while eating].”

Improve motor function

Reduce dyskinesias

*FDA voice of the patient workshop 2016
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AXO-Lenti-PD: a novel gene therapy candidate for Parkinson’s disease
Three critical enzymes required for endogenous dopamine synthesis
•
•

Tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) and Cyclohydrolase 1 (CH1): converts tyrosine to L-dopa
Aromatic L-amino acid decarboxylase (AADC): converts L-dopa to dopamine

Tyrosine

Levodopa

Dopamine

CH1
TH

AADC

AXO-Lenti-PD contains three genes that encode these critical enzymes required for
endogenous dopamine synthesis
•
•
•

Designed to restore steady, tonic levels of dopamine to reduce variability that leads to dyskinesia
Utilizes a lentiviral vector system with large gene packaging capacity
Stereotactic delivery via one-time infusion directly into the putamen, without need for intraoperative MRI

1: Azzouz, et al. J Neurosci. 2002;22(23):10302-12.
2: Jarraya, et al, Sci Transl Med. 2009;1(2):2ra4.
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AXO-Lenti-PD: re-engineered to optimize clinical effect1
Production of dopamine & L-dopa in
primary human cortical neurons with ProSavin
and AXO-Lenti-PD

ProSavin
IRES

CMVp

TH

IRES

AADC

CH1

WPRE

AXO-Lenti-PD
SIN LTR

IRES

CMVp

TH

CH1

4.5

SIN LTR

AADC

SIN LTR

WPRE

Catecholamine production
(ng/mL)

SIN LTR

4
3.5
3

Dopamine
L-dopa

2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

ProSavin

• CH1 moved closer to promoter to
enhance expression
• TH and CH1 joined by flexible
linker to ensure co-localization

AXO-LENTI-PD

• AXO-Lenti-PD achieved large
increase in dopamine + L-dopa
production compared to ProSavin

1: Stewart, et al, Hum Gene Ther Clin Dev. 2016;27(3):100-110.
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UPDRS Part III (motor) OFF score: an objective, well-validated measure
of motor function in Parkinson’s disease
Enables measurement of treatment effect without confounding by oral levodopa

Clinical trial subject is admitted into hospital overnight

In a monitored setting, oral levodopa is completely
washed out

A neurologist evaluates the patient and administers the
scale to evaluate rigidity, tremor and bradykinesia
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Durable benefit seen in UPDRS Part III OFF scores with ProSavin
Mean UPDRS Part III (motor) OFF Score Over 6 Years1
UPDRS Part III (motor) OFF Score

40
38
36
34
32
30

n=6

28

n=14

n=9

26

n=10

n=11

n=15
n=15

24
22
0
0

6

12

18

24

30

36

42

48

54

60

66

72

Months

UPDRS Part III (motor) OFF scores are expected to worsen by 3-4 points/year in this population2
1: Palfi, et al, Hum Gene Ther Clin Dev. 2018;29(3):148-155.
2: Palfi, et al. The Lancet. 2014;383(9923):1138-1146

Mean UPDRS III (OFF) scores pooled across low, mid, and high dose
cohorts. Assessments post-deep brain stimulation (DBS) are excluded.
*Studies not conducted by either Oxford Biomedica or Axovant
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Summary of data from AXO-Lenti-PD Cohort 1 through month 6

Consistent benefits observed across multiple objective measures
• 17-point (29%) mean improvement in the UPDRS Part III (motor) OFF score
• Improvements across all UPDRS OFF subscales, including Part II (activities of daily living)
and Part IV (complications of therapy)
• 18% improvement in dyskinesia measured by the Rush Dyskinesia Rating Scale at ON
state

• Levodopa equivalent daily dose (LEDD) decreased by over 20%
• 32-point (65%) mean improvement in PDQ-39 Summary Index Score
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Effect on UPDRS Part III (Motor) OFF score at month 6
Improvement in UPDRS Part III (Motor) OFF Score

40

Sham Month 6
36.0

ProSavin Month 3

35

ProSavin Month 6
AXO-Lenti-PD Month 3
AXO-Lenti-PD Month 6

30
25

20.0

20
15

12.7

14.0

10.0

10
6.4
5

14.0

AXO-Lenti-PD Cohort 1
6-Month Average
Improvement:
17.0 Points

3.8

4.7 4.7

5.3

6.4
4.7

4.7

0
NR = Not Reported

Sham 1
(N = 21)

Sham studies
1: LeWitt, et al, Lancet Neurol. 2011;10:309-19.
2: Marks, et al, Lancet Neurol. 2010;9:1164-71.
3: Olanow, et al. Ann Neurol. 2015;78(2):248-57.

Sham2 3
Sham 2 Sham
= 20)
(N=20) (N(N=25)

Sham 3
(N = 25)

ProSavin
All Cohorts
(N = 15)

AXO-Lenti-PD
Patient A

AXO-Lenti-PD
Patient B

Cohort 1
*These data are based on cross-trial comparisons and not a head-to-head
clinical trial. As a result, these data may not be directly comparable.
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UPDRS OFF change from baseline across subscales at month 6
Part II (Activities of Daily Living)*

Part IV (Complications of Therapy)*

35

12

10.0

30
26.0
25

AXO-Lenti-PD
Cohort 1 6-Month
Average
Improvement:
19.5 Points (65%)

20

15

13.0

13.0

10

5

3.3

3.7

0

Improvement in UPDRS Part IV OFF Score

Improvement in UPDRS Part II OFF Score

31.0
10

8

AXO-Lenti-PD
Cohort 1 6-Month
Average
Improvement:
3 Points (32%)

6

4.0

4.0

4

2.1
2

2.0
1.5

0
ProSavin
All Cohorts
(N = 15)

AXO-Lenti-PD
Patient A

AXO-Lenti-PD
Patient B

ProSavin
All Cohorts
(N = 15)

AXO-Lenti-PD
Patient A

AXO-Lenti-PD
Patient B

*These data are based on cross-trial comparisons and not a head-to-head
clinical trial. As a result, these data may not be directly comparable.
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First cohort 6-month Hauser diary and levodopa equivalent daily dose
(LEDD)
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Effect on Parkinson’s Disease Questionnaire-39 (PDQ-39) Summary
Index over 3 and 6 months
70

PDQ-39 Summary Index

PDQ-39 Summary Index

60

•

Most frequently used and
well-validated health-related
quality of life (HRQoL)
measure used by
neurologists in Parkinson’s
disease studies

•

Patient-reported
questionnaire assesses
quality of life over the prior
one-month period

50
-37%
40
-65%
30
20
•

10
0
0

3

Month

6

Measures impact of
Parkinson’s disease across
8 unique domains that are
relevant to these patients
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Mean effect on all eight PDQ-39 sub-domains at 3 and 6 months
Baseline

70

PDQ -39 Summary
Index

Month 3
60

Month 6

50

40

30

20

10

0
Total

Mobility

ADLs

Emotional well
being

Stigma

Social support

Cognition

Communication

Bodily
discomfort

PDQ-39 Domain
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AXO-Lenti-PD: differentiated approach to treatment of Parkinson’s disease

Consistent benefits observed across multiple objective measures in
cohort 1

Improve motor function

Reduce dyskinesias
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SUNRISE-PD phase 2 clinical study
PART B
Expansion Cohort vs Imitation Surgical Procedure

PART A
Dose Escalation

Dose Level 3

Advancedstage
patients

Dose Level 1
(4.2 x 106 TU)

Dose Level 2
(1.4 x 107 TU)

Optimal dose,
expanded
patients,
randomized

Treated

Imitation
surgical
procedure

Primary
endpoint
evaluation

Second cohort enrolling up to 6 patients; initial data expected in Q4 2019
Clinical measures: safety and tolerability, UPDRS OFF scores including Part III (motor) and
Part II (activities of daily living), Rush Dyskinesia Rating Scale, PDQ-39, Hauser patient diary
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AXO-Lenti-PD’s position in Parkinson’s disease treatment over time2

Size of Parkinson’s disease
patient population potentially eligible
for treatment with Axo-Lenti-PD

EVOLUTION TO AN EARLIER TREATMENT OPTION FOR MODERATE-ADVANCED PARKINSON’S PATIENTS

Target Patient Population of AXO-Lenti-PD

Potential for expansion
into earlier stages of PD

Expansion of surgeryeligible advanced PD
market
Estimated Annual
Cases of DBS
~5-10 K2

Earlier
alternative
to DBS
Approval

Potential Addressable
Patient Population

Increasing Commercial Opportunity for AXO-Lenti-PD
2) Vellipuran et al. 2019.
Note: Expanded label calculations are gated to the success of previous indications on the graphs. Sources: Internal analysis
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AXO-AAV-GM1 and AXO-AAV-GM2

First clinical-ready gene therapies for GM1 gangliosidosis,
Tay-Sachs and Sandhoff diseases

GM1 gangliosidosis and GM2 gangliosidosis (Tay-Sachs and Sandhoff
diseases): devastating lysosomal storage disorders
DESCRIPTION
•
•
•

Fatal, pediatric, neurological lysosomal storage disorders with monogenic autosomal
recessive inheritance
Characterized by rapidly progressive neurological decline resulting in intellectual disability,
paralysis, and death
Life expectancy in the severe form reduced to 2-4 years1,2

EPIDEMIOLOGY
•

Incidence of up to ~1 per 65,000 live births worldwide for GM1 gangliosidosis and GM2
gangliosidosis (Tay-Sachs/Sandhoff diseases)1,2,4

UNMET NEED
•

No approved disease modifying treatments2,3

1: Fitterer, et al, Mol Genet Metab. 2014; 111(3):382-389.
2: Hayward, et al, Ann Transl Med. 2015 May; 3(Suppl 1): S28.
3: Cachon-Gonzalez, et al, Curr Gene Ther. 2018; 18(2):68-89.
4: Orpha.net
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Natural history of infantile GM1 gangliosidosis and Tay-Sachs and
Sandhoff diseases1,2
Clinical course illustrates rapidly progressive and uniformly fatal nature of both diseases
100%
90%
80%

~50% mortality by 3.5 years

Percent Survival

70%

Dysphagia
Requiring
Feeding Tube

60%
50%

Lose Head
Control

Lose Head
Control

40%

~75% mortality by 5 years

Cannot Sit
Alone

30%
Seizure
Onset

20%

Blindness

Life expectancy curve derived from
natural history study in GM2 patients

Osteoporosis

10%
0%
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Age (years)
1: Bley, et al, Pediatrics. 2011; 128(5):1233-1241.
2: Utz, et al, Mol Genet Metab. 2017; 121(2):170-179.

GM1 Gangliosidosis
Tay-Sachs/Sandhoff
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Attractive targets for gene therapy: well-understood neurobiology
underlying both diseases
GLB1 Gene

HEXA Gene:
Tay-Sachs disease

β-galactosidase

GM1 Ganglioside

GM1 Gangliosidosis

Single gene defect leads to
decreased enzyme activity
and ganglioside accumulation

GM2 Ganglioside

HEXB Gene:
Sandhoff disease

β-Hexosaminidase A
(α-β heterodimer)
GM2 Gangliosidosis

Well-defined, clinically
relevant biomarkers

GM3 Ganglioside

Secreted enzymes provide
cross-corrective mechanism
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AXO-AAV-GM1: overview and summary of preclinical data
AXO-AAV-GM1 delivers a functional copy of the GLB1 gene via AAV9
• Delivered intravenously with goal to also treat systemic manifestations of disease including
osteoporosis and blindness

GM1 gene therapy restored β-gal activity in mice
• Increased β-gal activity in CNS and peripheral organs in dose-dependent manner
• Significantly reduced GM1 ganglioside burden across CNS tissue types
• Improved motor function and survival in dose-dependent manner

Efficacy observed in naturally-occurring feline model
• Demonstrated survival extension and stabilization of clinical rating score of neuromuscular
function in felines more than 3 years
• MRI revealed normal brain architecture through at least 2 years after treatment
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AXO-AAV-GM1: adaptive design clinical study conducted by NIH1
Type II GM1 gangliosidosis adaptive design registrational study
• Part A enrollment of 4 patients (≥ 2 years old and ≤ 12 years old)
• Intravenous dosing with 1.5E13 vg/kg

Part A – Safety & Efficacy (n=4)

Part B – Efficacy (n= ~10)

Part A – Primary objective of study: safety and tolerability
Key efficacy measures:
•
•
•
•

Developmental changes measured on Vineland-3
Changes to MRI/MRS
Motor function and disease severity
Exploratory objectives include systemic and CSF biomarkers and neurological symptoms

1: ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT03952637
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AXO-AAV-GM2: overview and summary of preclinical data
AXO-AAV-GM2 delivers genes encoding
both α and β subunits of Hex A enzyme via
AAVrh8
• Optimized delivery route direct to CNS
through intrathecal and intrathalamic
injections
• Total dose of 1E14 vg

GM2 gene therapy improved biomarker
activity and phenotypic correction in mice
• Treatment significantly increased Hex A
enzyme activity levels in the brain and
decreased GM2 ganglioside buildup
• Dose-dependent increase in median survival,
with return to wildtype survival at highest
dose tested

(75% of vector)

Cisterna
magna

(25% of vector)

Lumbar
region

•

1.0 x 1014 vg of AXO-AAV-GM2 delivered into the
cisterna magna and spinal canal

•

Two-level intrathecal administration via flexible
catheter developed for broad enzyme distribution
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HexA enzyme activity correlates with disease severity

Adult2,4

Asymptomatic

(Most common)

Late-Infantile/
Juvenile3

• Age of onset: ~5 mo
• Median survival: 3-4 yrs

• Age of onset: 2-6 yrs
• Median survival: 10-15 yrs

• Age of onset: ~18+ yrs
• Relatively normal lifespan

• Compatible with a
disease-free life2

≤ 0.1% of normal
HexA activity3

0.5% of normal
HexA activity3

2-4% of normal
HexA activity3

5-10%+ of normal
HexA activity3

Infantile1,2

Clinical Improvement
Restoration of HexA activity to 0.5% of normal could represent a clinically meaningful effect
1: Bley, et al, Pediatrics. 2011;128(5):1233-1241.
2: Cachon-Gonzalez, et al, Curr Gene Ther. 2018;18(2):68-89.
3: Mahuran, Biochim Biophys Acta. 1999; 1455(2-3):105-38.
4: Neudorfer, et al, Genet Med. 2005;7(2):119-23.
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AXO-AAV-GM2: summary of clinical findings in first patient
AXO-AAV-GM2 was observed to be generally well-tolerated to date
• 30 month old advanced infantile Tay-Sachs disease patient dosed with intrathecal
administration of 1E14vg
• No serious adverse events related to the procedure or administration of the vector
• No clinically relevant laboratory abnormalities observed following treatment

Clinical condition was stable from baseline to month 3
• No clinical deterioration observed on neurological exam in 30-month-old patient with
severe infantile Tay-Sachs disease

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) of brain was stable from baseline to
month 3
• No significant deterioration in the condition from the pre-treatment MRI of the brain at
baseline to the post-treatment MRI of the brain at month 3
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Observed improvement in biomarkers at month 3 compared to baseline
1.6%

2500

1.44%

MW
(kDa)

D0

3M

Non-TSD controls
BSR0016BSR0018BSR0044

75
50

HEXA

75
50

HEXB

TTR

14

2000

1.2%
CSF GM2 ganglioside (ng/ml)

TSD-001

CSF HexA Activity (% of Normal)

1.4%

1.0%
0.8%
0.6%
0.46%
0.4%
0.2%

1000

500

0

0.0%
Baseline

Evidence of HexA
protein expression in CSF

1500

Month 3

~3x greater CSF HexA enzyme
activity at month 3 compared to
baseline

Baseline Month 3

~25% reduction
GM2 ganglioside in CSF
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No significant deterioration from pre- to post-treatment MRI

12 months old

The pre-treatment MRI
demonstrates significant loss
of the normal white matter
myelination in the frontal and
parietal lobes from the
baseline MRI

Pre-treatment
30 months old

Post treatment
33 months old

There is no significant
deterioration in the condition
from the pre-treatment to the
post-treatment MRI (3 months
difference).
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Encouraging initial data and near-term data readouts in 2019
First patient with GM1 gangliosidosis dosed
AXO-AAV-GM1

Dose additional patients in Part A of registrational study (2019)
Provide 3-month data from patients (2H 2019)
Measures to include: safety and tolerability, clinical and developmental changes, MRI visualization, CSF and
serum biomarkers

AXO-AAV-GM2

Provide initial data from first patient with Tay-Sachs disease treated with gene
therapy
Dose additional patients with Tay-Sachs disease using optimized route of
delivery (2019)
Measures to include: safety and tolerability, clinical and developmental changes, HexA enzyme activity in
CSF and serum

AXO-Lenti-PD

Provide initial data from first cohort of 2 patients in the dose-ranging study
Initiate second cohort to enroll up to 6 patients
Provide 3-month data from second cohort (Q4 2019)
Measures to include: safety and tolerability, objective measures of motor function such as UPDRS Part III
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Our vision
Q2
2019

Vision
2022

Q1
2018

• AXO-AAV-GM1: Filing for approval
• AXO-AAV-GM2: Filing for approval
• Three clinical-stage gene
therapy programs
• No gene therapy
programs

• Two initial clinical data
readouts

• AXO-Lenti-PD: Sham-controlled data
from first pivotal trial in hand
• INDs filed in 2-3 additional indications
• Investments in scientific capabilities
and platform technologies

*Our expectations for milestones and events by 2022 are based solely on current estimates using information and data available to us today. Our expectations or plans may change
in the future due to new developments or changes in underlying assumptions. You should not place undue reliance on these statements as predictions of future results.
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Patients can’t wait,
neither will we
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